Aquila Rift
A Space Pirates Megagame for up to 40 players.
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1.0 Introduction
This is a Megagame for Wellycon X. The
game will take place at Wellington Girl’s
College from 4pm-8pm on Saturday 3 June.
Registration for this game will be handled by
Wellycon, see www.wellycon.org.nz for more
information.

Game Control
Please send all questions about the game to
Dillon Burke at grand.vizier@gmail.com.

Credits
Rules: Dillon Burke.
Playtesters: Alan Wong, Dillon Burke,
Catherine McNamara, Dennis McFaull,
Hannah Lumley, Richard Durham, Jarrod
Carmichael, and John Morton.
Artwork: all art used in this game is believed
to lie in the public domain. Most of it is from
www.public-domain.zorger.com and was
published in the early 1950s as part of the
Tom Corbett Space Cadet adventure books.
Icons: created by Lorc and Delapouite et. al.,
used under a creative commons license (CC
BY 3.0), http://game-icons.net/.
Font: The Raider Crusader font is used under
a commercial license from Iconian Fonts.

Copyright Notice
Text and photos © Dillon Burke 2017. Art as
credited above. If you like elements of the
rules and wish to adapt or port them into a
megagame of your own design, feel free to
take what you need from these rules and use
as you wish. If you want to license the game,
contact Dillon at grand.vizier@gmail.com.

2.0 Summary of the Game
1. Aquila Rift is a Megagame for up to 40
players. The primary inspirations for the
game include the Golden Age of Piracy in
the early 18th century, and the genres of
Space Opera and Planetary Romances.
2. In Aquila Rift the three main player roles
are:
• Captain of a Space Pirate ship

•
•

Governor of a Colony
Captain of a Space Patrol ship.

3. Each player will also belong to a faction,
representing some of the other important
members of their extended family. Each
faction will include players from all three
game roles.
4. The game is played in a series of three
map turns, in which players move their
ships and fight battles, followed by a
committee turn, in which the players
negotiate and vote to advance their
interests. This cycle then repeats until the
end of the game.

What is a Megagame?
5. A Megagame is a game that is made more
complex by the large number of players.
Megagames have the following key
features:
• There are teams of players
• There is a hierarchy within and
between teams
• The game situation is one of conflict,
rivalry or adversity
• The game is open to emergent play
and a player driven narrative – the
plots and game outcomes are entirely
in player hands
• Players and their teams will get to
make meaningful decisions
• There is time pressure and a sense of
urgency to the game
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•

Face to face social interaction is
important.

6. Megagames started in the United
Kingdom in the 1980s. They have become
globally popular in the last few years
following the success of the Watch the
Skies megagame about aliens menacing
Earth.
7. There is a short video on YouTube
explaining what a megagame is at the
following URL:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IlqT
WTiiN8.

3.0 The Aim of the Game
1. The primary objective is for everyone to
have an enjoyable time. Each player role
has their own core objective:
• Pirates are trying to get rich by
plundering merchant ships
• The Space Patrol are trying to bring
law and order to Aquila Rift
• Governors are trying to get rich from
trade and politics, and to make sure
that their colony survives.
• Factions will have their own specific
goals.
2. During play of the committee game,
players can create new objectives, such as
bounties for capturing specific pirates, to
pursue in the game.
3. There is also an ancient alien forerunner
treasure hoard hidden in one of the game
systems, and several Cosmocracy
warships were lost in the recent war.
Clues to the location of the hoard and lost
ships can be found during the game.

4.0 The Role of Control
1. Each map table has a Control representative. Their role is to help facilitate and
manage the game. Control will provide
advice and guidance where they can, but
they cannot favour one team or player
over others. In the event of a rule dispute,
their ruling is final.

2. Your Control experience may vary from
that of other map tables. Control do not
have the power of telepathy, and the rulings they make may vary slightly between
tables. Control will do their best to be
consistent, but please understand that mistakes will happen.
3. Control are responsible for keeping the
game moving forward. If a player is taking too long to make a decision, Control
will give them a warning. If the player is
still unable to make a decision, Control
can declare the opportunity lost.

5.0 Player Responsibilities
1. Please read the rules to Aquila Rift before the game begins, and read your
personal briefing for rules that are specific to your game role.
2. While you have to follow the game rules
as written, and comply with instructions
from Control, you are not required to follow orders from other players.
Exception: Patrol captains must obey
orders from other Patrol Captains who
have more rank stars than they do, unless
they have more medal dots than the
higher-ranking Patrol captain.
3. It is recommended that you have a pocket
or form of storage, such as a small box,
for the game tokens and cards. You will be
doing a lot of talking, so bringing a bottle
of water is a good idea. As the game is
running over the usual dinner time, you
may want to plan your meal in advance.
4. Control will brief players on expected behaviour at the start of the game. The key
points are:
• you will comply with the convention
code of conduct
• you may not touch another player or
their personal belongings without their
permission
• you are expected to be courteous towards other players at all times.
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5. Control reserves the right to expel players
from the game for cheating or bad behaviour.

6.0 Game Tokens
Player Ships
Each player will have one Ship model, with a
colour and shape that is unique to them. Examples are shown below. You may bring your
own Ship model along for your personal use –
size should be under 5cm in length.

System Names
Name tokens for star systems (yellow), jump
points (blue), and hazardous systems (red).

System Markers
These counters are (from top left then
clockwise) a Hazard marker, a Chaos gate exit
marker, a yellow Star System marker, and a
blue Jump Point marker.

Coloured 12mm tokens are used to represent
(from top left, clockwise):
• Patrol Base (Orange)
• Smuggler Base (White)
• Colony Base (Green)
• Gate Defence Units (Yellow)
• Minefields (Black)

Merchant Ships
These rocket ship models represent merchant
ships working the trade routes of Aquila Rift.
Colours will vary on the different map tables.
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Ship Upgrade Cards
Ship Upgrade cards are attached to the ship
log sheets using blue tack. Most ships can
have a maximum of three upgrades at a time –
the Patrol Carrier ship can have four
upgrades.

S.C.R.A.M.
Jump Drive

These example cards are slightly different
from the ones being used in the game.

Sensors

Drop Tank

Interrupt Action

Sensors +1
Exhaust to clear 1d6

Move with one Jump

Atomic Power checks.

Point, then take 2d6
Hexes of damage.

Mission Cards
Similar in appearance to Ship Upgrade cards.

Spice
Mission

Black
Mission

Senate
Mission

Collect Plunder from
Move your ship to Paradise.

Merchant ships in the Bane

Persuade players to do

Star system.

Taxation.

Sector map Law & Order -1

Bounty +1

Draw one Plunder card for

Draw three Plunder cards.

Law & Order -1

each Taxation action this

Draw a bonus Upgrade card

turn.

Bounty +1

of your choice.

You can keep mission cards in a pocket or
other storage device. When you fulfil the mission conditions (top half of the card), you
show the card to Control and collect the reward (bottom half of the card).
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Ship Log Sheets
This example is the Pirate
Raider Ship Log sheet.

The number inside the shield
on the side of the rocket is the
ship’s armour rating.
You should write your name in
the Captain slot, to help if you
mislay your log sheet. You can
call your ship what you like –
but please, no obscenities. Bad
puns are okay.

This is an example of a log
sheet that has done navigation
and power.
It’s power mode is Battle.
It’s destination is Jump Point
24.
It has checked two Atomic
Power and two Heat.

This is a log sheet after taking
10 hexes of damage.
It does not matter exactly how
you mark the damage, so long
as the record of damage is
clear.
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7.0 Sequence of Play
1. Aquila Rift has three main phases in each
game turn:
• Map Phase: all players resolve three
turns on the game maps, moving their
ships and possibly fighting other
ships.
• Committee Phase: all players attend a
meeting of their choice, and negotiate
and spend plunder to make decisions
that advance their interests.
• Free Phase: five minutes of free time
for private negotiations, trading and
other personal matters.

8.0 Map Phase
1. Wherever possible all player actions at a
map table are performed simultaneously.
All players need to finish their current
actions before the turn can progress at that
map table.
2. Different map tables will move at different speeds. If your table finishes early,
you have extra free time.
3. Guide to the game map:
• Star System: circular yellow plastic
counter
• Jump Point: circular blue plastic circle
• Chaos Gate entry: empty orange die
lock
• Chaos Gate exit: orange die lock with
die
• Wormhole tunnel: pipecleaner (colour
indicates the quality of the route)
• Merchants: white rocket ships
4. Star Systems: All colonies and Space Patrol bases are located in Star Systems. Star
Systems will have names.
5. Jump Points: All smuggling bases are located in Jump Points. Jump Points have
numbers.
6. Chaos Gates: There is one Chaos Gate
network on each map table. If your ship
enters the Chaos Gate, it exits in one of
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six locations on that map(roll 1d6 to randomly determine which one).
7. Merchants: Small plastic rocket ship tokens.
8. Each map table will have approximately
16 star systems and jump points. All map
tables will be connected by the hazard
filled “Bane Star” system. At the start of
the game, there will be one Colony, one
Patrol base, and one Smuggler’s Base on
each map table.

Player Action Sequence
9. Player actions are resolved in the
following sequence of steps:
1. Check Heat.
2. Choose Navigation and Power.
3. Reveal Navigation and Power.
4. Movement.
5. Combat.
6. Plunder, Salvage, and Bounty.
7. Resupply.

Check Heat
10. All players check the heat of their ship,
and take damage if too hot.

Choose Navigation and Power
11. All players must choose a destination for
their ship, and write this down on their
ship’s log sheet. If using a chaos gate,
write a question mark for your destination.
12. All players choose a power setting from
their ship record sheet, and tick the box on
their ship’s log sheet. If your ship has
• Only red Atomic Power, you cannot
choose the Battle power setting
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•

no Atomic Power, you must choose
the Limp Home power setting.

You should make sure your power setting
provides enough Jump Points to reach your
intended movement destination, otherwise
your ship will take damage.

Reveal Navigation and Power
13. Increase Hull Heat and Atomic Power as
indicated by the power setting. If
Limping, you can also repair one hex of
damage.
14. Use of a Heat Sink to reduce Heat or Drop
Tank to fill up on Atomic Power must be
announced in this Step.

Movement
15. Players move their ships to their
destination. This movement costs a
number of Jump Points that depend on the
route taken (see table below).
Route

Jump
Notes
Cost
Green
1
Blue
1
Pirate only
Yellow
2
Red
0
Take one damage
Pirates can move into, but not through
Patrol Bases or Gate Defence Systems.
16. Chaos Gate movement: If you move to a
Chaos Gate, you are teleported to one of
six random locations. This ends your
movement, and costs no Jump Points.
17. Ships take one hex of damage during
movement for each of the following:
• Moving along a red jump route
• Moving into a system with a hazard
marker
• For each jump point missing to
complete the movement
• Moving along a mined jump route
• Moving with damaged jump drives.
18. Bases, Mines, Defence units, and
Merchant Ships do not move.

Movement between Map Tables
19. Moving between Map Tables is done by
either moving down a jump route that has
a marked exit point to a specific Map
table, or by going to the Bane Star, which
is part of every map table.
20. Move your ship to the new game table.
Wait for an appropriate moment to gain
the attention of Control. Control will tell
you when you can join in.

Combat
21. Combat between ships, Bases and Gate
Defence units only takes place between
units that are in the same star system on
the same Map Table. You cannot engage
ships during movement.
The radiation hazards and debris fields of
the Bane Star system prohibit engagement
between ships located on different Map
tables.

Combat Step One – Captain’s Gather
22. Players with ships in the same system
should gather together in the same space.

Combat Step Two – Declare Sensors
23. Each player then announces their Sensor
rating.

Combat Step Three – Declare targets
24. Gate Defence Units will always engage
Pirates. Bases will only engage ships that
attack them.
25. Players announce their targets in
ascending sensor order, starting with the
lowest.
26. In a tie, Patrol players announce before
Pirates, and Pirates announce before
Governors. If still tied, the younger player
declares first.
27. You fire at one target with your full Guns
value. For each extra target you fire at,
your Guns value is reduced by one against
all your targets.
28. For example, if you have a Guns value of
ten, and fire at two ships and a Gate
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Defence Unit, your effective Guns value is
reduced by two to eight.

Combat Step Four – Firing at Ships
29. Players fire their ships in descending
sensor order, starting with the highest.
Bases and Gate Defence units fire before
players.
30. In a sensor tie, Patrol players fire before
Pirates, and Pirates fire before Governors.
If still tied, the younger player declares
first.
31. If you have a Missile Upgrade, you must
make the decision to fire the missile
within five seconds. Otherwise you miss
your opportunity to fire.

Combat Step Five – Roll Dice
32. For firing the ships Guns roll 1d6 per
point of effective Gun rating the ship has.
Gate Defence Units roll 4d6. Bases roll
7d6.
33. Sort the dice into matched sets of two or
more dice with the same number.
34. For example, if you roll eight dice for
Guns and get ABBCDDEF, then you
have sets of, BB 4, and DD 8. The rolls
of A 1, C 3, E 5, and F 6 do not form
sets.

Combat Step Six – Penetrating Armour
35. Each set of dice with a score greater than
target armour inflicts damage on the target
ship. Otherwise there is no effect.
36. Continuing the above example, against a
target with Armour 6, you score one
penetration with the DD 8 set, doing four
hexes of damage.
37. All Bases and Gate Defence units have
Armour 8. Any penetrating damage
against a Base or gate Defence Unit
destroys it.

Combat Step Seven – Damage
38. Hex Damage is equal to number on the
dice in the set.

39. Damage is allocated by the player who
controls the ship which has been
damaged.
40. For each Hex of damage, cross off one
Hex on your ship record sheet.
41. If all the hexes in a blue or red critical
effect box are filled in, immediately apply
the critical effect (see below).
If you are damaged before you fire, the
damage takes effect first. It is possible for
enemy fire to reduce your Guns or even
destroy your ship before you fire.

Critical Effects
Power +X: check off X circles of Atomic
Power. No Effect if all Atomic Power circles
have already been marked.
Heat +X: check off X circles of Hull Heat.
No Effect if all Hull Heat circles have already
been marked.
Ship Explodes: the ship explodes, put all
your plunder cards and upgrades in the system
for salvage.
Drop one Upgrade: discard one ship upgrade
in the system for salvage. You cannot replace
the upgrade without repairs.
Guns -X: reduce the maximum Gun value of
the ship by X.
Armour -X: reduce the ships armour rating
by X.
Sensors - X: reduce the maximum Sensor
value of the ship by X.
1 Hex Damage in Jump: if the ship jumps, it
takes one hex damage (per movement action,
not per area travelled through).
Drop all Plunder: discard all Plunder cards
you are holding in the system for salvage. You
cannot collect or salvage Plunder or Upgrade
cards without repairs.
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Defeat in Battle
42. A player counts as being defeated in battle
if:
• their ship explodes
• they surrender or abandon their ship
• they are forced to drop plunder or a
ship upgrade
• they use an upgrade card to flee the
battle.
43. It is possible for everyone to count as
being defeated in battle.
44. When a player is defeated change the
Sector Law & Order track (down when
Patrol or Colony players are defeated, up
when Pirates are defeated).
45. If a player is defeated, bounty can be
gained off them (see 53 below).
46. A player can voluntarily choose to
surrender or abandon their ship at any
time. All cargo and upgrades on the ship
immediately become salvage.
47. If you lose your ship for any reason, you
get a new ship at the start of the next Map
Phase.

Plunder, Salvage and Bounty
48. A ship in sole command of a system
collects one Plunder card per Merchant
Ship in the system. Then remove one
Merchant Ship from the system.
For Governors, plunder reflects cargo
reaching a trade port, for the Space
Patrol, it represents the influence gained
from escorting a convoy to safety. It is just
easier to call all of this “plunder”.
49. If multiple ships occupy a system, each
collects one Plunder card. Then remove
one Merchant Ship from the system.
50. If there are no Merchant Ships in the
system, players collect no plunder from it.

51. Salvage: rather than drawing a card from
the Plunder deck, you can take one Ship
Upgrade or Plunder card of your choice
from among any salvage items in the
system. Highest Sensor rating chooses
first, break ties with a die roll.
52. Third Plunder Phase: Apply the effects
of the Law and Order track for the Sector
Map among the players with ships present
on the map.
53. Bounty: you can collect bounty for any
ship that you fired at in an action and
which in that action was defeated (see 39
above):
• If you are the only player eligible to
collect bounty on that target, draw one
plunder card per point of bounty the
target has
• If multiple players are eligible to
collect bounty, each draws one
plunder card.

Repair and Resupply
54. If a Colony Base has been destroyed in
battle, the support of the colonists allows
it to be repaired immediately at a cost of
one Plunder card, or for free at the end of
the Map Phase. Other bases can only be
rebuilt through Committee actions.
55. If you end your move in a system with a
friendly Base, then you:
• Repair all damage to your ship
• Refuel Atomic Power to full capacity
• Restore all one-use Upgrade cards,
allowing them to be used again
• Reduce Heat to zero.

9.0 Committee Phase
1. In the Committee Phase, each
Committee’s business is resolved in the
following order:
1. Players declare Plunder.
2. The player with the most Plunder
chooses the next item of business.

The average value of a Plunder card is 6.5.
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3. The player with the next-highest
Plunder score repeats step two until all
players have acted.
4. Players who placed a Plunder card
with a value of zero on an option, can
choose a second item of business.
You will get roughly 30 seconds to make
your option choice. Control will give you a
countdown from five if they need to keep
things moving.
2. If tied on Plunder score, the older player
chooses first.
3. Each player can attend and influence one
Committee meeting each turn.

Political Influence is Based on Plunder
4. When declaring Plunder, a player must
declare the full value of all their Plunder
cards.
5. Each time a player chooses the next item
of business, they can either:
a. Collect all of the Plunder cards
sitting on one of the Committee
options.
b. Play Plunder cards with a value
greater than the value of the
Plunder cards currently sitting on
one of the Committee options. The
player adds one of the Plunder
cards played to the pile, and
discards the others.
c. If the Plunder card added to the
pile has a value of zero, the player
can make another item of business
choice after all other players have
had a choice. A player cannot
benefit from this more than once
per Committee meeting.
d. For choosing Upgrade cards only,
a player draws a number of
Upgrades equal to the highest of
Bounty, Rank, Medals, or Status.
Choose one Upgrade, discard the
rest.
For example, the Dread Pirate Roberta is
attending the Black Market. Roberta has three

plunder cards with values of 2, 7, and 10, for
a total plunder value of 19. At the Black
Market there are four options with the
following Plunder values:
• Scavenger Upgrades (3)
• Smuggler Base (13)
• Spice Run (5)
• Century Hawk Ship (20)
With only 19 Plunder, Roberta does not have
enough to get a Century Hawk, but she could
pick up the pile of 20 Plunder. Then someone
else might get a Century Hawk for a song!
She can get the upgrade or a spice run
mission by playing her 7 Plunder card, which
would increase the plunder cost of those
options to 11 and 13 respectively for the next
player, or she could place a Smuggler’s Base
on one of the maps with her 7 and 10 Plunder
cards, increasing the cost of that option to 21
or 24 depending on how she discards.

List of Committees
6. The following Committees exist in the
game:
• The Patrol Committee
12 | P a g e
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•
•
•
•
•

The Cosmocracy Senate Committee
for Aquila Rift
The Aquila Rift Wormhole Committee
The Aquila Rift Trade Committee
The Crescent Stars Privateer
Committee
The Black Market.

A Player cannot attend the same committee
meeting twice in a row.

The Patrol Committee
7. The Patrol Committee (PATCOM)
allocates resources to Space Patrol
captains. Sometimes these resources end
up in other hands.
8. PATCOM considers five types of
business:
a. Bounty.
b. Medal.
c. Patrol Base.
d. Promotion.
e. Patrol Cruiser.
9. Bounty: the player increases the bounty
on a pirate they name by +1.
10. Medal: the effect of this option depends
on the role of the player selecting it:
• Patrol Player: gain a medal (affix a dot
sticker to your name badge)
• Other Player: collect all Plunder cards
on this option – no other player can
choose the Medal option this turn.
Rank and Medals: a Patrol player can
issue orders to other Patrol players they
have greater Rank than. A player can
ignore an order if they have greater
Medals than the player giving the order,
otherwise they must do their best to
comply with the order.
11. Patrol Base: the player names a Star
System that does not have a Base. A
Patrol Base is built there. Move the Law
& Order marker for the Sector it is built in
up one space.

12. Promotion: the effect of this option
depends on the role of the player selecting
it:
• Patrol Player: gain a one star
promotion (affix a star sticker to your
name badge)
• Other Player: collect all Plunder cards
on this option – no other player can
choose the Promotion option this turn.
13. Patrol Carrier: Gain a Patrol Carrier
sheet.

The Cosmocracy Senate Committee for
Aquila Rift
14. The Cosmocracy exerts indirect influence
over everything that happens in Aquila
Rift, but the Cosmocracy Senate
Committee for Aquila Rift (CSCAR,
pronounced “Kas-car”) is notoriously
corrupt and ineffective.
15. CSCAR considers five types of business:
a. Public Enemy #1 (PE1).
b. Influence.
c. Viceroy.
d. Taxation.
e. Senate Missions.
16. Public Enemy #1: Name a player with a
bounty score of 1+. Their bounty score is
doubled temporarily. If another player is
named PE#1, the bounty score of the
previous PE#1 drops to its original value.
17. Influence: the effect of this option
depends on the role of the player selecting
it:
• Colony Player: gain status (affix a dot
sticker to your name badge)
• Other Player: collect all Plunder cards
on this option – no other player can
choose the Influence option this turn.
Term Limits: you cannot be appointed to
the office of Viceroy again until at least
one full turn has passed, i.e. if you were
Viceroy in Turn 2, you have to wait until
Turn 4 before you can be Viceroy again.
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Aquila Rift, but the Aquila Rift Wormhole
Committee (ARWC, pronounced “Arrwok”) faces an uphill battle against the
forces of entropy.
22. The ARWC considers four types of
business:
a. Wormhole Maintenance.
b. Wormhole Surveys.
c. Wormhole Mines.
d. Jump Drive Upgrades.
e. Survey Ship.
18. Viceroy: any current Viceroy is sacked,
triggering a vote between the players
present at CSCAR. Players have votes
equal to the greater of Status, Bounty,
Rank or Medals. The player with the
highest vote score is appointed as Viceroy.
• The Viceroy gains a one dot/star
increase in status, bounty, rank or
medals (Viceroy’s choice).
• Increase the Law & Order value of the
Viceroy’s sector by one per Patrol
Ship there.
• If the vote is tied, no Viceroy is
appointed, and the Law & Order
marker for the home sector map of the
player choosing this option is reduced
by one per Pirate Ship there.
19. Taxation: Collect Plunder cards equal to
your home sector’s Law & Order value,
then reduce its value by 1. If you choose
to collect the Plunder cards stacked on this
option, your home sector’s Law & Order
value is still reduced by one.
For example, if Law & Order is+4 collect
four Plunder cards and reduce Law &
Order to +3, if Law & Order is -2 collect
two Plunder cards and reduce Law &
Order to -3.
20. Senate Mission: the player draws a
Senate Mission card. This generates a
special mission for that player to achieve,
in exchange for a reward specified on the
card.

The Aquila Rift Wormhole Committee
21. The Cosmocracy is still trying to maintain
the network of wormhole tunnels in

23. Wormhole Maintenance: the player
chooses one Star System for maintenance.
All Yellow Wormholes in that Star System
are upgraded to Green Wormholes, and all
Red Wormholes are upgraded to Yellow
Wormholes. Any wormhole mines on
those routes can be removed.
24. Wormhole Surveys: a Colony or Patrol
player chooses one Blue Wormhole route,
and converts it into a Green Wormhole
route. A Pirate player can create one Blue
Wormhole route between two points on
the same map table.
Wormhole Collapse: every now and then,
Control will degrade the quality of some
Wormhole routes on the game maps, so
that a Green Wormhole becomes Yellow,
or a Yellow Wormhole becomes Red.
25. Wormhole Mines: gain a number of
Wormhole mines equal to your Status,
Rank, or Bounty. Deploy these on Green,
Yellow, or Red wormhole routes on your
home sector map.
26. Jump Drive Upgrades: the player draws
a Jump Drive upgrade card.
27. Survey Ship: Gain a Survey Ship sheet.

The Aquila Rift Trade Committee
28. In theory. the Aquila Rift Trade
Committee (ARTC pronounced “Artysea”) exists to promote free trade in
Aquila Rift. In practice, it is a hot bed of
special interests feathering their own
nests.
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29. The ARTC considers four types of
business:
• Trade Routes
• Monopolies
• Fuel and Power Ship upgrades
• Defence Units
• Q-Ships.
30. Trade Routes: this creates a trade route
between a Colony and another Star
System on the same game map. Add one
merchant rocket ship to each system on
the trade route (the shortest route
connecting the two systems).
31. Monopoly: choose a Star System and add
three merchant rocket ships to it.
32. Fuel and Power Upgrades: The player
draws an upgrade card.
33. Q-Ships: the player can now choose to fly
a Beowulf class Q-Ship (a ship designed to
look like an innocent merchant ship, but
which actually has camouflaged
weapons).
34. Defence Unit: the player places Gate
Defence Units equal to the highest of their
Bounty, Medals, rank or Status, in Star
Systems or Jump Points in or adjacent to a
system with a Patrol or Colony Base, but
no more than one Gate Defence Unit per
area.

•

Privateer Ship.

37. Bounty: This is the same as the PATCOM
bounty, but for Space Patrol captains.
38. Black Missions: the player draws a Black
Mission card. This generates a special
mission for that player to achieve in
exchange for a reward specified on the
card.
39. Pirate King: any current King is
dethroned, triggering a vote between the
players present at STARCOM. Players
have votes equal to the greater of Status,
Bounty, Rank or Medals. The Pirate with
the highest vote score is appointed as
Pirate King.
• The Pirate King gains a one dot
increase in bounty.
• Reduce the Law & Order value of the
Pirate King’s sector by one per Pirate
Ship there.
• If the vote is tied, no Pirate King is
crowned, and the Law & Order
marker for the home sector map of the
player choosing this option is
increased by one per Pirate Ship there.
40. Weapon Upgrades: The player draws a
Weapon upgrade card.
41. Privateer Ship: the player can now
choose to fly a Scimitar class privateer (it
is amazing, if a little on the fragile side).

The Black Market
The Crescent Stars Privateer Committee
35. The Crescent Stars Privateer Committee
(STARCOM) is the part of the breakaway
Crescent Stars government that authorises
attacks on Cosmocracy warships and
colonies. The Crescent Stars government
denies its existence.
36. STARCOM considers the following five
types of business:
• Bounty.
• Black Missions.
• Pirate King
• Weapon Upgrades.

42. The Black Market is illegal, but all too
often in Aquila Rift, it’s the only source of
critical supplies to keep the colonies
going. Its presence is tolerated, for now.
43. The Black Market considers four kinds of
business:
• Scavenger Upgrades
• Smuggler’s Base
• Spice Run missions
• Smuggling Ship.
44. Scavenger Upgrades: The player gets a
random ship upgrade, probably looted off
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some wreck from the war, or a clue relic
to a lost ship or treasure hoard.
45. Smuggler’s Base: The player names a
Jump Point where there is not a
Smuggler’s Base or Patrol Ship present. A
Smuggler’s Base is built there.

Macguffin Stone is on a specific map
table. Control will truthfully answer this.
7. If a faction holds 8+ Clue Relics, Control
will tell them exactly where the Macguffin
Stone is.

46. Spice Run: deliver spice to a named Star
System, within a time limit for a reward.
After you deliver the spice, your bounty
value is increased by one. Yes, Patrol
captains can smuggle spice too!
47. Smuggling Ship: the player can now
choose to fly a Century Hawk class
smuggling ship (it is the fastest ship in
Aquila Rift, unless you can find the
Excession Crisis).

11.0 Free Time
1. In free time players can:
• attend to personal matters
• freely trade with other players
• search for the Macguffin stone or lost
ships
• bank plunder
• claim status bonuses.

Trading with Other Players
2. During the Map Phase, you can only trade
cards and plunder with players who have
ships in the same system as your ship.
3. During the Committee and Free Time
Phases, you can trade freely with other
players.

Search for the Macguffin Stone
4. During Free time, players holding a Clue
Relic can ask Control if the hoard is
located in the system their ship occupies.
Control always tells the truth about this.
5. Each relic is always held by a player. If
you are defeated in battle, you must give
your relic to the player who defeated you.
Relics cannot be copied.
6. If a faction holds 4+ Clue Relics, they can
ask Control (once per free time) if the

8. For finding the hoard, all members of the
discovering faction gain a plus one bonus
to Bounty, Status, Rank or Medals (player
choice).
9. Each Free Time, the player holding the
Macguffin stone gains a plus one bonus to
Bounty, Status, Rank or Medals (player
choice).
10. The player with the Macguffin stone can
also choose to give it to Control in free
time in exchange for $100 worth of
The Lost Ships are the:
• Weeping Angel
• Division by Zero
• Truth from Error
• Excession Crisis.
Plunder cards.

Search for the Lost Ships
11. There are a number of famous
Cosmocracy Warships, lost during the
recent war. These are searched for in the
same way as the Macguffin Stone. Each
lost ship has its own set of navigation
clues.
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12. For finding the lost ship, all members of
the discovering faction gain a plus one
bonus to Bounty, Status, Rank or Medals
(player choice).
13. Each Free Time, the player who is captain
of a Lost Ship gains a plus one bonus to
Bounty, Status, Rank or Medals (player
choice).
14. The Cosmocracy will pay $50 in Plunder
cards for the return of a lost Warship.
Approach Control in Free Time to do this.
15. The Lost Ships are the best ships available
in the game, having increased Atomic
Power and Hull Heat Endurance, in
addition to improved capabilities in
Armour, Guns, Sensors, or Jump (but not
all of them).

Naval Architect Bonus
16. Factions can gain a “naval architect
bonus” from collecting sets of the ship log
sheets used in the game, and presenting
the entire set to Control.
17. All members of a faction scoring a naval
architect bonus gain a plus two bonus to
Bounty, Status, Rank or Medals (player
choice).
18. The naval architect bonus can be gained
once from collecting all of the following
ship log sheets:
• Colonial Corvette
• Patrol Cruiser
• Q-Ship
• Pirate Raider
• Century Hawk
• Survey Ship
• Scimitar Raider
• Patrol Carrier.
19. The naval architect bonus can also be
gained by collecting all four Lost Ship log
sheets.
20. Each log sheet can only be claimed once
towards a naval architect bonus (Control

will use a permanent marker pen to
indicate this).

Bank Plunder
21. To Bank Plunder for your end of game
retirement fund, approach a Control
player and return your Plunder cards so
Control can score your success.
22. When each hour of game play is
concluded, Control will award bonus
Rank, Medals, Status, or Bounty to
players based on their current banked
Plunder scores:
• Highest two plunder scores = +2
bonus, and a High Status card that
allows them to grant status to other
players
• Plunder score at 50% or less than the
player with the highest plunder score
= no bonus
• The other players gain a +1 bonus.
Because we only have a finite number of
Plunder cards, the game does require
players to bank some plunder cards every
couple of game turns.

12.0 End of the Game
1. At the end of the game, Control will
present their assessment about whether
Aquila Rift is on the road to recovery or
ruin. The players will then vote for
“bragging right” positions.
2. The Patrol players will vote with
Rank/Medal scores to determine which
Patrol captain will be appointed as Fleet
Admiral for Aquila Rift.
3. The Colony Governor players will vote
with Status scores to determine which
Colony player will be appointed as the
Governor-General of all Aquila Rift.
4. The Pirate players will vote with Bounty
scores to determine which Pirate will be
renowned in history as the Black Eagle of
Aquila Rift!
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Future Megagames
Red Vizier Games is planning a busy year for
Megagames in 2018:
• At the Kapcon, during Wellington
Anniversary Weekend in January, we
hope to run a revised version of The
Colossus of Atlantis and a new game
called The Galaxy Will Burn.
• We hope to be back at Wellycon XI
with some kind of Megagame
offering, possibly Operational
Unthinkable.
• In October, we hope to run a historical
Megagame focused on the Waikato
War in the 1860s.
Please visit www.housewar.org for more
information, or email
grand.vizier@gmail.com to be added to our
mailing list.
Please fill out the feedback form at the end of
the game. Your feedback is important in
making future Megagames better!

The Galaxy Will Burn

At the start of the game there will be a great
and mighty Galactic Empire, with armadas of
Dreadnoughts patrolling the hyperspace lanes.
By the end of the game the Galactic Empire
will probably be rubble, but there is always a
chance heroic efforts can save the day.

Giant Robots in ancient Atlantis, the great
noble Houses struggle for power and prestige,
while hoping to avoid the DOOM of Atlantis.

OPERATION UNTHINKABLE

An alternate history scenario in which the
British Empire and its allies attack the Soviet
Union in July 1945, fighting through the
rubble of the Third Reich in an attempt to
liberate Poland. Inspired by the actual
Operation Unthinkable war plan
commissioned by Winston Churchill in early
1945.
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